Vacuum Pump V-100
Economical vacuum source

The V-100 is an economical and chemical-resistant vacuum pump with a space saving design. It covers the essential needs in vacuum generation.
V-100: Your most important benefits

**Economical**
- Effective vacuum source for limited budgets
- Small footprint saves valuable laboratory space
- Useable for multiple applications:
  - Evaporation
  - Drying and concentration
  - Suction straining and filtration

**Convenient**
- Light weight and compact design with integrated carrying handle
- High uptime due to low maintenance
- Accurate vacuum regulation thanks to optional interface

**Reliable**
- High chemical resistance thanks to use of quality materials
- Maximum longevity due to:
  - Robust and stable design
  - Integrated ECO² mode

---

**Complete your portfolio**

- **Rotavapor® R-100**
  - Economical evaporation
- **Interface I-100**
  - Economical vacuum regulation
- **Recirculating Chiller F-100 / F-105**
  - The easy way of cooling
- **Multivapor™ P-6 / P-12**
  - Efficient evaporation for multiple samples
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